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this papel--, we will suggest a view of skilled leading that em-;
,Phasizes an intimate.chrinection between coding and coriaprehension.
Our thesis is that ,skilled comprehehSion depends on-ahighly refined
f
facility forlgenerating,-and manipulating- language codes. This will be
the hasisior- suggesting that decoding expertise should be a basic goal
irCieadingiinsCruction.

We would like to place our argument. in perspective by outlining
a few of our basic assumptions. Although these assumptions are
widely shared, they are not without controversy. In any event, they
provide the framework through which we view reading and research
r

on reading.

e"

Assumption 1. .Skilled reading can be partly understood as a
set of interrelated component processes. These processes can be
described within an information-processing framework or withina/ny
other frameworkithat is functionally equivalent in its ability to pr6. vide insight into component processes and their relationships. There
I

1

are two corollaries of this assumption:
Assumption la. The components of the reading process are not
necessarily functionally independent. We tend to agree with those, for
example, Guthee (1973), who have concluded that subskills in 'reading
are mutually facilitative rather than independent. One fairly impor-

tant consequenc of this assumption is that skilled readers are superior to unskilled eaders.in many components of the reading process.

ve:

This means that a gain, in one subskill allows gains in other sulaskills,
that an insufficiently developed subskill may limit the apparent adequacy of other subskills, and that the processes underlying the skills
are diffichlt to study in isolation While these processes may seem
to be hierarchically organized when viewed from some peispectives,
we assume that _a "lower level" process can be affected by a="higher
level" process, and vice versa. For example, knowledge of subject
Matter and syntactic structure can influence word recognition, and
the shape,of words

p,eripheral vision may bias syntactic segmenta=

tion.

Assumption lb. The component processes are isolable in principle, although interrelated in practice. Thus, despite ' gsu/ption la,
ysis of cornunderstanding skilled reading processes does- entai.
dith overall
ponents. Consider an analogy of high-fidelity syste ,
reading skill analogous to measurable sound quality at 1 component
processescomparable to hi-fi components.1 If any component is
defective,- or if components are mismatched, sound quality suffers.
The components can be independently tested arid, more importantly,
independently improved. However, improvement of one component
may not immediately improve sound quality (but it may increase -the
potential of the system to benefit fr,pm later improvement in other
components),. For example, an improved cartridge, capable of encoding more high-frequency information, will improve the sound quality
Oply-ifthe other components are capable pf handling the information,
but,not otherwise. Likewise, one might imProve,the speakers by mak.
°ing,them more
accurate at high frequencies, but this will improve

/

;1

//

1J. B. Carroll (in press) has used hi-fi imagery for a same-

what different point, suggesting that an indicator of cognitive ability
shows -the upper limit of language competence, which, in turn, indicates the upper limit of reading ability.
2
*.r

cartridge. Changing one
the sound'qualitY only within the limits of
. corriponent.affecti.the,functional characteristics of another component
,by- affecting -the quality of the signal or, in some cases, by affkcting
the speed,of the-operating ,system (as in speaker damping). Thizi, the
-`0

aitnation.in both reading and hi-fils one of structural independence-b-ut
fitnetiOnal interdependence. In particular, conworients of reading-may
soriietimesbe-testable only in situations optside-of "natural" reading,
just as for some tests one-must take-an amplifier to -the -repairman)
while_the- restof the system is'left at home.
Assumption Z. Within,the constraints of Assumption I, reading
Is highly flexible. We agree with Gibson and Levin (1975) that- an

sis of reading process components, even allowing for their interdependence, does -not comprise a complete description of skilled Treading.
This flexibilitr-is-sometimes difficult to describe becauie-it involves..strategie's and purposes. This difficulty affects only the thedietical
status reading flexibility, not its practical-importance.
I

.

Assumption 3. The relationship between skilled reading and be-

ginning reading instruction is not straightforwartl. This is merely a
.
particular manifestation of the more general principle that a theory of
instruction is not identical to a theory of competence, nor is-one-neees,
sarijy- a subset of the other. At the same time, a theory of performance
Which can model both skilled and unskilled readers is likely to be a useful

in efforts toward a theory of instruction.

We will return to this assumption in the final section. Now we
turn to a, sketch o( skilled reading processes that stresses the importance of rapid automs..tic decoding and its effects on comprehension.
Assumptions .1 and 2 are particularly relevant to the discussion b'elovi
since we are speaking there of a limitation on the human informationprocessing systerm as a wholeinadequate processing capacity. While
there are riiany-ways in-which capacity can be increased or decreased,
A
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we will argue that in reading, capacity iimitations are largely the
result Of,propetfes of the decoding process:
The .Bottleneck -in "Comprehension

The capacity for reading comprehensi6n is limited ty momentary
data-handling requirements. Working memory is thus a potential,
"bottleneck" in reading comprehension. Working memory is particn,
larly taXed if it must keep track of partial solutions for heuristic proc.
eSses,that "home in on" decf.Sions in an iterative manner. Onthe othei
;

hand, if Some of the coicriponents,..of the reading process are ballistic,.
(i.e., not requiring attention once they are initiated), there will be

less working memory congestion. In our view, skilled yeading does
not imply a larger working memory capacity but, rathes:, a more-effec.
tive use ethis capacity.

There are several candidates for components in reading that,
when not fully developed, could increase the working - memory bottleneck. We will mention three: access to long-term memory, automa,-- neck.
tion of decoding, and efficiency of reading strategies. The first candidate is tied ;to the structure and content of the reader's knowledge.
'Small vocabularies' lead to low comprehension and, presumally, so dd
/ </
under-practiced vocabularies ;Jr those with lowinterconnectedness
.
among Concepts. One hypothesis is that improving rapid access to
word me,anings and\prior conceptual structures is a means of relieving
the bottleneck. Knowing the exact meaning of a word pr/ events the cognitive load that would otherwise result from having to figure out its
meaning from context. It makes comprehension more of a recognition

task and less of a problem-solving task.
The second, telated candidate is speed and automation of decodphonologically referenced words,
ing% When print maps autotnatically
the decoding requires no monitoring, and, hence, does hot waste limited
working memory. This is a good example of two conceptually independent

/
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oding leads
components that -are functiorally intertwined. Bc...51.use
to Meaning, affecting the efficiency of print decoding affects the effi-

ri c y ofmeaning access.

ye.

The third candidate is processing strategies, particularly those
that take advantage of language structure. Skilled` readers might ac.
quire and use segmentation and organizing strategies that less skilled
readers lack. One example of this hypothesis is that skilled readers
use sentence and clause boundaries to segment the flow of print, as well
ag,the flOW of, speech. A second *example is that more knowleclge$of
grlmmatical and semantic constraints is acquired and used by skilled
1

readers than by less skilled readers. This, too, has'tlie effect of relieving the bottleneck. Any information-handling procedure thataidi
.1.
in grouping language units accurately has this effect because it is both
a form of chunking and a means of more rapidly converging on a corredt sentence parse.
Linguageorganizing processes of this, sort are patently important
in reading processes. However, there may-be some reasons to doubt
whetherthey are critical sources of reading skill differences beyond
their dependency on rapid verbal coding. Elsewhere (Perfetti & Lesgold,
in press), we discuss these reasons in some detail. In the remainder
of this paper, we prefer to focus on coding operations as they ilelate to
reading skill and the comprehension bottleneck.
Coding and Comprehension

There are a number of important issues in reading and reading
instruction that are related to coding. The starting point is that singleword decoding and reading comprehension skill are highly related for
-children who have already learned decoding. For example, Shankweiler
and Liberman (1972) found that reading words in-..isolation prediCtedslficcess in reading connected discourse; and Calfee, Venezky, and Chapman
(1969) found that accuracy in pronunciation of pseudowords was related
5

N)

to reading skill. Thus, measures of word decoding accuracy are
related to measures of comprehension. Still, teachers of reading say
that there are children who can read all single words on the Wide
Rahge Achievement Test, but who fail to comprehend sentences and
passages. It is possible that something more thin decoding accuracy
'.is involved. However, before we conclude that this something else is
not a coding procegs, consider again the bottleneck problem.
The relationship between coding and comprehension is one of
sharing processing resources. It is possible that observed deficiencies
in reading comprehension are partly due to unobserved diiferences in
the.eXtent to which decoding uses an excessive share of the resources.
Measuring accuracy of word identification will not necessarily uncover
this excessive dependence of decoding on conscious decision ;making.
Meastiring speed of weird identification may.

In a series of studies, Perfetti and HOgaboam (1975, Note 1)
'
have found large, consistent differences between skilled and less
skilled readers in the third through fifth graqes of measures,f coding
"speed: Table 1 shows the basic relationship.
Table 1

Me- n Vocalization Latencies (in sec) for Skilled and Less Skilled Readers

4

High,
Frequehcy
Words

Low.
Frequency
W6rds

High skill

.95'

1.30

1.59

Lpw skill.

1.17

2.38

2,72

/
Groups

'

PseudoWords

Grade 3

/

Grade 5

High skill

1.08

1.45

1.48

Low skill

1.25

2.48

2.71

Note. For real words, data are only for words that subjects got correct on a vocabulary test.
(Data are based on` Perfetti,and HogaboSrn, 1975.)

6
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The decOding speed measure was vocalization latency, the time
taken to begin vocalizing single-words displayed in normal type on a
1
slide projector. The groups were dividediby scores on the reading,
comprehension section of the Ivletropolita4 Achievement Tests (MAT).

Not all of\the. letter strings seen by subjicts were real word4' s." When
I
.nonwords with acceptable English spelling patterns .(pseudowords) were
I
used, -the speed differences between skiiled'and less skilled readers
,
fact belcause it argues gainst the
increased. This.is an importZlt
...--hypothesis-that decoding speed differen\Iees were due tc, d' erential
reading experience with the particular oraSytested. This Pothesis
is otherwise very plausible because it Ls probably true that a killid
reader, as measured, by a ccmprehen ion tes , has had more re ding
experience and a better chance to develop "holi tic" word recogni on
.capability4. Instead, the,Peifetti-Hogaboam data \imply the importan e
\
''''S.,
of subword components of,the coding rocess.
.--

In a more \recent experiment (Fierfetti & Hogab am, Note 2),
the "wordnes,s" factor is again clearly seen, along wi the effect of

\

syllable length. In,this experiment, entire third- and'f urth-grade
\
dian split
population were tested in single-word vocalization. A
.
i
.. .
Durrell
on compreh nsion measures (based On reading subtests of
Listening-Rea ing Series)o)roduced two skill levels that we com/
pared for vccali tion speed. Word strings were either real ords

\e

, ,,,

/

:

or pseudowords a d were either r one syllable or two syllables. 'They
Were presented in b ocks of \trials so that any difference S in resp'nse
\
time could not be attr uted to sOme orientation reaction to a chan ing
s
stimulus.- The results are shown in Figure 1.
,

.

,.1.,

..

vel, the,less killed readers were slowe\
\
thal the skilled readers. I ddition, thre were significant inter.ctitcns of stimulus type and sy Ic.ble,leilgth with reading Skill. There
vs a: reater cost for the less skilled readers, compared with the '
ski ked 'readers, for either an extra syllable or for a pseudoword,'
Regardless of grade

.

/
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. a5
High Skill

3.0

3.0

25'

2.0
c

_co

Psbddowords
1.5

1.5

1.0

1.0

tr

Re'al Words

0

,0
I

2

1

Number of Syllables

2

.Number of Syllables

Figure 1. Vocalization latencies for third- and fourth-gradireaders. (The data are from Perfetti & Hogaboam, Note 2.)

In particular, pseudowords took nearly twice as long as real words for
less skilled readers (an extra TI, e'00 msec), compared with 40% extra
time for skilled readers (an extra 400 msec). The cost of ausecond
syllable was about 800 msec (50% increase) for le-ss skilled readers,
compared with about 300 msec (about 30% increase) for skilled readers.

These data support the earlier results of Perfetti and Hogaboam (1975)
in suggesting,a basic coding difference involving units smaller than
words. They go further in suggesting that a syllable -at -a -time process
is more characteristic of the less skilled readers than of the skilled
readers. The locus of the syllable and .stimulus type interaction, of
course, could te at the responding stages rather than at one of the
recognition stages.
7

Eicperiments underway in a word search task could help clarify
whether syllable interactions occur in decoding or response stages.
For now, 'it is at least possible to suggest that not all of the difference
is a matter of response
programming. This is so.because the dif-ferences_between,decoding speeds for single-syllable stimuli are not
confined to measures requiring vocalization. Perfetti and Hogaboam
(Note 2) found group diff%ences in a task in which two strings of let.
ters were displayed and subjects were required to say whether the

strings were the "same."" Decisions were faster for skilled redders,
although the differerices were not as large as in the vocalization task,
suggesting that both decoding stage and response stage differences
are involved in that latter task.
Coding and Comprehension: Cause and Effect
st

The empirical phenomenon.? ems well established: Coding speed
hat
and reading achievement are highly related for young readers.
causes what is another issue, and there are plausible arguments both
for what we call the bottleneck hypothesis and for what we call the la-

_

product hypothesis.
9
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The by-product hypothesis claims that measured comprehensibn
(e.g., a reading test score on the MAT) taps a wide range of knowledge
and skills, including word recognition, at something other than the level
implied so far. According to this hypothesis, recognizing a word need
not involve its sound, but only its meaning. Further, but less critical,
recognition of word meanings is contextual in skilled reading. Meas,*
tires of isolated word recognition, whether involving phonological`coas

ornot, are irreleVant. However, a correlation will be obsepred with
reading skill just because skilled readers are practiced readers, and
the same reading behaviors that lead, to high comprehension scores
produce facility in word recognition and articulation as a by-product.
A variation is that good readers happen to read a lot and that this in
turn produced decoding facility.

In contrast, the bottleneck hypothesis claims that being- fast at
decoding leads to high comprehension. The essential processing
assumption is that single-word coding opt rations are a critical part
of reading, even when control of the reading process flows from higher
level pragmatic and inferential proLessds rather than f rOm stimulus
components (see Frederiksen, in press). Theie coding operations
may share the, limited capacity processor to varying degrees with
other comprehension work, for example, memory for just-read 'segments, parsing strategies for text, memory for discourse topics, and
so on. Fast decoding is more automatic, in the sense of LaBerge and
Samuels (1974), and it leaves more resources for fancier comprehension work.
The weak form of this hypothesis does not require that the Coding
operations include a "phonetic recoding." It merely assumes that phonetic processes, which are necessarily involved in some single-woid

decoding tasks, are a subtractable part of the total process for the
skilled reader. The strong form of the hypothesis cdoes assume that
some phonological representation of.,aletter string is accessed in
10

12

skilled reading. Ite does not assume access to any articulatory component, covert or otherwise.

;

We will return to phonetic recoding in a later section of this
paper. For now,_.tho-point is that there are two plausible accounts of
.theVlose.relationship between decoding speed and reading comprehension skill. No evidence
, is known to-us that directly supports one hypothesis-over the 'other. However, one critical test seems possible.
. 'The bottleneck hypothesis will be confirmed if it can be shown thft
independently-increasing decoding speed improved comprehension.
This- seems-a clear and testable consequence Of the bottleneck hypothe.
sis. Unfortunately, the opposite prediction, i.e., that independently
... improving comprehension will increase decoding speed, seems untest
able and so, in general, does the by-product hypothesis. Coding at Higher Levels of Skill

The results reported above apply to children who are beyond
beginning reading but still in elementary grades and who range in age
from 8 to 11 years. Although our emphasis is purposely on this level
of reading development, a comment on higher level, of skill is in order.
Hunt and his associates (1976; Hunt, Frost, & Lunneborg, 1973) have
discovered a number of differences in college students' performances
of basic information-processing tasks. Some of these differences are
related to verbal aptitude levels measured by college aptitude wsts.
For example, differences in continuous paired associate performance
and in name matching for letters (Posner & Mitchell, 1967) were found
to be related to college verbal, aptitude (Hunt et al., 1973). Analogous
differences might be expected to relate to more specific measures of
reading skill at the colleoe level. Rapid data handling, which Hunt et
al. suggest is one of the critical factors distinguishing high and low
"verbals," would seem to.be particularly important in reading.

13

.

The data that we have collected suggest that the relation§hip
between coding facility and reading skill is mo.ite.subtle in adult
readers." An unpublished stic7y. by Perfetti and 8trauttiiivi estigze.ted
the interference of.overt decocting on shor.t-ternimemOry perform- .

ante. Thetask required subjects to read five digits for later recall
and'then to perform an interpolated naming task during a retention.
12 sec). The interpolated
interval of unpredictable duration (3, 6,
words, a
naming task reqpired oral reading of a_display of
_display of pseudowords, or a display of pictures of common objects.

o

Thus, all three tasks hfct1.. a vocalization component, but only two had a
print decoding component.

One result was that reading pseudowords interfered most with
digit memory, while reading English words and pictures were about
equal. Thus, for skilled adults, decoding words may interfere with
memory no. more than decoding pictures. This was true for both the
higher skill group and the lower skill group, where the groups were
Separated by Davis Readitik Test scores. Howiver, higher skilled

readers did less well than lower skilled readers at the 3-sec interval,
equally well at 6 sec, and better than lower skilled at 12 sec. A possible explanation of these data is that at adult skill levels': decoding
differences are small enough that their effects are seen only when
other, ,processing demands are high, as they'are when a digit string
-has-to be retained during: 1i sec of decoding. _However, the lack of
an overall effect in conjunction with the interaction may suggest a
difference.
strategy difference rather ,than a simple decoding
.
-A second relevant study is by Lesgold sand Danner (1976), who
investigated. tachistoscopic, recognition of lett.Irs, number, and trieasures were taken over three stimulus availability congrams.
/
ditions G=anging from 50 to 1254msec between stimulus and mask on-

, sets. While this study had cither.purfioses, the relevant data for this
discusstpn ars that higher skilled and -lower skilled college students,
12 -

14.

"defined by Davis. Reading Test scores, showed no differences in
r

-accuracy or spees1 of report, either as main effects or in interaction
with-stimulus type. However, there may well be important coding
speeddifferences that' persist through skilled adult reading that can
be revealed" by measures more sensitive to specific coding operations.

-

One possibility in this regard is suggested by a study by Jackson
and McClelland (1975). For college students separated on comprehensioncorrected reading speed, Jackson and McClelland found that single-letter
visual thresholds were not related-to reading skill. isith. was performance on pairs of letters presented for ZOO msec- separated by up to 5.90
of visual angle. What was related to reading skill was report of 5-word'
.
.
sentences presented for .20C msec and report of 3 unrelated letters presented for 'this same brief duration. Thus, there is evidence from
Jackson and McClelland (see.also Gilbert, 1959) that skilled readers
can report more information from a brief exposure, but no evidence
.
.
that this difference is operating at the level of visual detection. Furthermore, the difference between groups on sentence "perception', is
not eliminated by a forced-choice procedure in which there is only a
.

single-letter difference between two semantically and' S---yntactically,

, acceptable alternatives (e.g., Kevin (fired, hired) a new worker). This
last fact argues against the possibility that skilled reading is a matter
of superior guessing, and the fact that differences are found for groups
of-unrelated letters suggests that something more basic than use-of linguistic structure is involved.
We take the data of Jackson and McClelland (1975) to suggest
that differences between adult readers will be found just when the

task demands the reader to process a segmentof text- -either a bunch
of letters or a phrase- -very rapidly. When demands on processing
are light, there will be no.differences. By comparison with Jackson
and McClelland, the Lesgold and Danner (1976) experiment may involve
lower processing demands in general, and the Perfetti and Straub

experiment may make differential processing demands only at long
intervals (or perhaps not at all).
Coding and Meaning Access

always reminds us,
. The usual purpose of reading, as someone
is to obtain not sound, but meaning from print. Coding tasks such as
we have been discussing are not particularly interesting from this
point of view. However, in terms of the bottleneck hypothesis, two
distinct possibilities for the effects of ceding incomprehension are
implied: Ore possibility is that the speed of access to phonological
information affects comprehension, and the other is that semantic
access -speed affects comprehension. Semantic access may often
require phonological decoding (i. e. semantic information is ,accessible through a phonologically indexed lexical entry), but in principle it

need not. We will ignore the phonological question and simply consider
two levels of coding. referred to as phonological decoding and semantic
decoding for convenience. The first question, we consider is whether
semantic decoding comes automatically with Phonological decoding.
The second is whether it does for skilled readers but not for less
skilled- -readers:- We-haze already shown that phonological decoding is

more work for less skilled readers. The question now
doubly disadvantaged by slower semantic deCoding?
An experiment carried out by Perfetti, Hogaboam, and Bell is
relevant to this issue, and the data are preSented here. Single words
oil- pictures were presented to 8- and 10- year -old subjects separated
by reading comprehension scores.. In one task, the subject had to
decide whether a given stimulus ,matched an orally presented target.

For example, just after the experimenter said, "rabbit," a slide would
be shown containing a word (in one condition) or a picture (in a second
the same target, and the
condition). Blocks of eight trials involved
subject responded with a button press according to whether the visual
14
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stimulus Matched the oral stimulus. Nontarget stimuli in this task
were in semantic categories different from the target and, thus, no
semantic interference could be involved in this task. The time
takes to decide that dog is /dawg/ is perltaps the prototype phonological decoding measure. This can be compared with the time it
takes to decide that a picture of adog is- /dawg /.

The other task was Categorization. A target Semantic category
Was-announced (e.g., "Animals ") prior to a block of trials. As in the
thatchirig task,- trials vere blocks of DiCturOs or words. We thus have
a verifica,
a measure of -semantic decoding speed: the time to
tion of-a salient superordinate semantic category. If any aspect of
,theaning "donms free" with phonological decoding, it should be this
kind of superordinate information. Table 2 shows a summary of the
.
results for "same" judgments on the two tasks for the 10-yearolds.

,

Table 2

Matching and Categorization Times (in msec) for FourthGrade Subjects

.

Pictures

Group

Words

Matching Task

Lott' reading skill

831

883

High reading skill

833

838

Categorization Task

Low reading'skill

875

High reading skill

772

15

1095 °
939

For pUrposes of the present discussion, the results suggest.that
less skilled readers are not-different from skilled readers in picture
1,0

-matching-and only 45 msec slower (not signifidant) in word matching.
However, -in -word categorization, less skilled readers are 156 msec
slower. .1n-,fact, less .skilled readers were 103 msec slower in-picture
categorization. Thus, the; difference in semantic judgment time
apparently does not depend on whether the stimulus is a word. However, this does not mean that semantic processing is free of phonological-Ceding operations. Indeed, Klein-Ian's work 105; see belovi)

suggests. otherwise.. Our interpretation of this experiment isAat
lovierleVel feature matching is adequate in the less skilled reader,
but that retrieval of semantic information associated with a word or
2
picture name is slower. In this sense, useful semantic decoding
May not automatically accompay lower order decoding for less skilled
readerS.-

.

Our-conclusion here must be very tentative. However, we can
suggest possible clarification of the coding prozess'implicated by the .
bottleneck hypothesis. Phonological decoding is slower in less skilled
readers and so is the use
of semantic information. The decoding diffi.
culty is perhaps not so much due to wordxecognition as it is to word
retrieval. This, at least, is implied by the fact that differences due
to reading skill are larger when children have to vocalize a word
(which includes name retrieval) than when they hear that word Plior

,

,--

.

.

3

.
2One of the
complexities of these data is that the categclrization

time of less skilled readers greatly bene'fited from having,,the'rnatching
task precede the categorization, task. In fact, only when the categorization task came first was the difference between high- and low -skill
readers statistically significant; This would seem,to suggest that the
differences are in the processes of either retrieving or using conceptual
features. After -the name itself has been accessed (matching task), the
subsequent use of information stored with the name is facilitated.
,

.

.

.
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to its appearance in print and are required to make only a sax*/
different judgment.'

The slower semantic processing of the less skilled reader may
he of greater practical significance. This is so because not everyone
agrees that phonological decoding is-involved in skilled reading.. We
know of no-controversy concerning the-importance of_meaning. We
.
.
emphasize thdugh that we are not dealing 'here with the simple question
of word knowledge. Rather, we are dealing with the-more subtle ques
lion of rapidaccess, retrieval, and use of word meaning information.
There are data which can be interpreted as being at odds with
the foregoing account. Golinkoff and Rosinski (1976) presented a pie' ture naming task to third- and fifth-grade children classifiable as
.skilled and less skilled readers. Picture naming is subject to a
semantic interference effect, tha .. is,a the time to name pictures is
lorigor when words from the same semantic category are printed on
(Rosinski, Golinkoff & Kukish, 1975). (For example,
i
the pctures
ihe-word cow is printed on a-picture of a pig. ) However, skilled
-i- - no
readers showed .an effect
larger than less skilled readers. Corn,
pared with the controil condition in which the printed word did not contradict the picture, / i;ith skilled and less skilled readers were slowed
down by,the sema tic interference condition. Golinkoff and Rosinski
(1976)-concluded, at the relevant semantic information comes autoi
matically, or 41; least compellingly, with a word stimulus. The data
-s
I.
presented her7 on categorization do not necessarily, contradict this,
but they do suggest a somewhat different interpretation. In the seman0
1
tic inter4ference.situation, meaning is incidental to the naming task.
Provided that the words are very familiar, enough semantic information
to interfere with naming pictures is automatically retrieved, although
perhaps not for Younger less skilled readers (Ehri, 1976, Paco &
Golinkoff, Note 3).. This low-level semantic information retrieval
may typically occur when a reader sees a wor d',. but when the reader
?
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,.:.has to-usethe word's meaning, there are differences in the speed. of
,eemazitic uier
Summary: :The Primacy-of-Coding Principle
In summary t5,. this ppint, we have presented' a view of skilled
.,
reading,which
argues for dependencies of comprehension on both autornatic-phonologicaltdecoding and semantic decoding. The evidence,in
.
._,/
Support of this view is unfortunately still indirect, but it is, in principle,

ore direct evidence. Meanwhile, we offer the
qxiesible to pre-.id.e;th.4t
.-Principle of ,the primacy'-of coding as a necessary part of a more corn,

plete model of skilled reading. We turn now to some related issues
tharare"relevant for our argument.
Some. Classical Issues in Reading

There are many issues, both in the psychology of reading and in
,reading instruction, that predate modern cognitive psychology. Disagreement about .some of these remains sufficiently wideskead to '
warrant further research. We will discuss two of these issues that
are of most direct concern to our primacy-of-coding principle; phono-`

,

.

and the implications of a coding empha'logical components lot reading
ry

siifor reading instruction.
Phonetic Receding

The phrase phonetic recoding captdres the classical flavor of
the first istue. Is meaning obtalned from print without recoding the

print into some speech-like code? The sides of the argument are
direct visual access versus necessary phonetic recoding. There is a
weak form and a strong form of each theory, so the dichotomy tends
the issue as: what is the extent
,t to break down, We would rephrase
of phonological involvement in skilled reading? For example,
Goodman's (1970) theory of reading favors yisual access in general,
18
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.

,

it at least some of the
and Gibson and Levin's (1975) theory
H&c, as `would Kolers' (1970) theory.\!,requires
It seems quite sensible to believe, that skilled silent reading
\
does. not engage much .overt speech behavior. For one thing, asread faster than it can be
Kolers,.(1970) has pointed out, text can
spoken. And-here is where a basic clarification can be made: A
-'
theory of skilled
reading that includes complete (even if silent) speech
,
e
,,
I
However, a theory in which ,a. partial and va tly
recoding.is incorrect.
e
\
shortened reference to phonetic features of words is posited ;night
still=be Correct. Another perspective is to say that access of Word
/,
eanings in long-term memory requires or is facilitated' h,ythe phonological-representation of the word..
,.,

/

1

.

What evidence is there for direc access, thays, bypassing the
vidence, but
phonological representation? We will n t review all the evidence,
we can mention some of the more impor ant and/or most cited results.
Recently, Barron (Note 4) argued for the direct visual access hypothesis and cited several lines of vidence for \\t (see also Bradshaw, 1975).
We will examine some of the s dies cited'by Barron in support of/the
;

/

direct access ,hypothesis for the purpose of questioning how str/ongly
they support it., Sincb Barron d\cknowledged that much of the data is
open to other interpretation, we,include only what he cons idered t be
the clearest data for the direct access hypothesis, namely/, data-on
I

Lexical decision tasks and seman is judgment tasks.

V

1

Lexical decision. In a lexical decision task, a subject decide's
whether a string of letters is or is not a real word. Thus, the procl,
esses involvp access to internal v,zord representation and, hence, are
potentially relevant for the issue of phonological versus visual entry
=

,

1

intq lexical memory.

There are data that appear to support phonological access in
decision tasks for single words (Rubenstein, Lewis, & Rubenstein,
19

/

1.971) and for pairs of words (Meyer, Sehvaneveldt, & Ruddy, 1974).
For example, Meyer et al. presented subjects with pairs of words
that:were-#aphginically identical after the initial letter, biit Whose

vowels were phonemically distinct, for example, COUCH and TOUCH-.
These were compared with words having both graphemic correspondenee-aridlihonernie similarity in the vowel, for exarriPle, BRIBE and

TRIBE, The results-v,rere,th'at pairs like COUCH-TOUCH required
more time,to-verify as _real cords than did pai'rs.like BRIBE-TRIBE.
Why? "Because for,BRIBE-TRIBE, phonological features activated in
the-de ision process for th. first word were available and useful' for

/

the se Onciword. In the COUCH-TOUCH case, the activateci'ph,orietic
feature for COUCH were less useful,. perhaps` interfering; f
le,,Aal deci`second ecision-on TOUCH. If information siifficientior
l'(' ,
/
sions-co ld be-visual, then these twocases,shou11/take equal time,

\. /

and they; idinol. Moreover, one interpretation of the. visual access
similar'
hypothesis would predict an,advantage for aplieirlically
(-,-,4
pairs like OUCH-TOUCH over nonsimi ar pair,- for example,
COUCH-BREAK; but such was not th resul(of the Meyer' et al. 1,
result's,
-experiinent. \14eyer et al. were quite cautious about their
1

/
/
suggesting correctly that the occurrence of a phonemiceffe-ct bu'; not
a visual
effect could be du,_ () a proCessing strategy applicable to
in
lexiCal decision tasks but/not to other reading.

There are two,Iexical decision experiments, however, which
unlike Meyer et al. (1974), are cited to support the visual access
/
(1973) gave- subjects both naming
.hypothesis. Forster and Chambers
,
.
.
and
pronounceecision
tasks
on
the
same
set
of
words
and lexical-dI
able nonWords (pseudowords). ,They found that vocalization latency''
(naming ime) was less for real words than fo'r pseudowords, and
they.rnd a frequency effect for real-words. "Fiirther, they found'
thaynaming-tinie and lexical decision time were correlated for words
but not 'for pseudowords. According to Barron (Note 4), these two
,

-.,

.

/
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results indicate that naming occurs after lexi al meaning access be.

caus-&otherviise there would be no naming spee differences among

the three stimulus types. And there wa no naming-decision time cor,relation for r.se dowords because naming\ time reflects time to "decode,"
ision time reflects time L find out that a. letter* string
.while lexical
does- not -have a lexical entry. This line of,argument is problematic,
however, because the judgment task is to say yes for words and no for
pseudowords. To find a correlation for words but not for pseudowords
is .to find a correlation for a yes response "but not for a no. Why would
. the Phonetic recoding hypothesis predict anything else'

.

It assumes "

that skilled readers can apply decoding rules and vocalize well-formed
letter strings. It has nothing to say about hoW long it takes to decide
that a letter string is not a word. However, the phonetic recoding,
hypothesis does predict the positive correlation betWeen naming' speed
and lexical decision time for words, which is what Forster and Chambers (1973) found. This experiment then is consistent with both our

position and'Barron's.

0

Another 'experiment cited as evidence for direct access is Nov,ik's
(1974) demonstration that in a lexical decision task, rejection of nonmeaningful trigrams was faster than rejection of meaningful trigrams
like JFK or LSD. Such differences might merely reflect extra check-.,
ing time after a preliminary screening in 'which JFK and LSD are found
to be familiar enough to merit further processing (as in the Atkinson tt
Juola, 1973, decision model). They present-no evidence for direct
visual-access to complete semantic representations.
Semantic judgment. There are two different types of data:based
on semantic judgments that support direct visual access, according to
Barron (Note 4). In the experiment by Meyer and Ruddy (Note 5), sub__
jects were given semantic categories ("Is a kind of fruit") followed by
words. Time to decide whether a word belonged to the category was
24%

measured. Consistent wits a phonological access hypothesis, It took
11
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longer to decide that a word like PAIR was not a fruit than to decide
at a word like TAIL was not a fruit. Presumably, this effect, is due
o a reduced ability to reject pair because of its phonetic connection
rth pear.
However,. the visual acr.....ss hypothesis appears to be supported
in!data'from a second task in which subjects were required to respond
WO yes to words that sounded like a category member. Thus, both
TEAR and PAIR qualify for yes, TAIL for no. The critical result iS
/
foi TAIL, which, should be equally quickly rejected in both tasks;. that
.

t,

)
-.1

is, it neither looks like nor sounds like any member of the fruit.category. However, TMLIwas rejected more rapidly in die-first task,
where only category instances were targets, than in the second, where
.
category instances and their sound-alikes were targets. This result,
according to Barron, supports the visual access hypothesis because
direct visual' access operates in the first task leading to a faster rejec.
tion of TAIL than in the second task, which takes more time because
of ,phonemic recoding. Also important is the result that PEAR was
faster than PAIR in the sound-alike task, thus implicating visual
access. Barron aSsumes that the phonemic model predicts equal
latencies for PEAR and PAIR on the assumpaon that they have identical phonemic representations. However, these experimental predictions should not be attributed to a serious phonological coding hypothes'i's. A serious phonological Loding hypothesis does not claim that
orthographic and graphemic information are not used. Obviously,
visual infOrmation is the starting point in the process of phonological
1

coding.

PAIR takes logger than PEAR because the latter has a quicker
convergence of features relevant to the task demands. PEAR "looks"
like a fruit and sounds like a fruit. PAIR looks like something else.
If this is all that direct visual access mean's, then ithas to be true.
The longer rejection time for TAIL in the second experiment is also

easy to explain. All rejection will take longer if rejections are defined
by conjunctive criteria, that is, reject X if X is noL a fruit and i's not
sounded like-the name of a fruit. The data do not shed light on the
phonemic recoding

o

\

There is at least one other study that can be taken as informative
for this,question, and that is one by Baron (1973). In one experiment,
Baron gave adult readers a sense-nonsense task in hich time to r,ej-et
nonsense phrases (and accept meaningful phrases) was measured. Two
kinds-of nonsense were of interest; phrases like (a) I am kill, and
phrases like (b) Its knot so. Baron required pnonological coding to
predict that (b) should require more time to reject than (a) because
(b) "sounds OK," and an extra analysis is required to detect itenonsensicalness. By contrife, the visual access hypothesis predicts no
difference because both phrases are rejectable on nonphonetic bases.
The results were-no difference, as predicted by visual access. HoweVer, it must again be noted-that the phonological coding hypothesis
does not ,require that graphemic information becomes useless just bee
cause phonological coding occurs. Both graphemic information (as
well as, other visual information) and phonological information have
roles in access of the word or phrase representations, which allow a
reader to judge meaning prdperties of a phrase.
,t
In a second experiment, Baron's subjects had to decide whether
a word string "sounded as though it made sense. 'Here-the ke4; result

is that phrases like Its knot so took longer than phrases like Tie the
knot and It's not so. This result was taken to support direct visual
access over phonetic recoding on the assumption that the phonetic
recoding hypothesis predicts La difference here. It's knot so and IN
not so both sound sensible; however, it is not clear that this is the
most appropriate assumption for such a task. Instead, one can plausibly assume that any phrase that makes sense sounds like it makes .
sense, but that a phrase that does not make settee may or may not
23

aound sensible. The visual analysis of It's not so leads to a sensible
,configuration of word meanings. o Therefore, it must sound sensible.
.It's_knot so leads to nonsensible configuration
of word meanings.
6
Therefore, a second decision priicess is engaged:, Does it sound like"

pliraseis measured decision time is
it makei sense?
, The nonsense
longer because it takes an extra decision process*.

The experiments discus.sed in this section demonstrate the
cal role of visual analysis
in reading tasks. 'However, they cannot be
.
0
used to build a strong case against phonological coding. They can rule
out only the possibility that phonological coding erases graphemic and

orthographic information. We have labored over these experiments
becauee they arc fairly good experiments and because they are taken
as evidence- against phonetic recoding during reading.3 We are arguing
for a partial phonological coding process during skilled reading, and
4
we know of no evidence against accepting it.
Other reading tasks. Part,of the issue of phonological coding
versus visual access is the relevance of any single-word experimental
tasks for real reading. The question is most likely to be raised with
respect to the relevance of single-word experiments which may have
w

3
- More recently, Baron (in press) reported experiments Which

suggest an important role for phonological processes in access to
meaning, even in conditions without severe mbrpory demands.
9

We should comment on another; argument sometimes raised in
faVor of direct visual actess. Because certain languages like Chinese
use log.ographic writing, it is claimed (e.g., Kolers, 1970; Barron,
Note 4) that phonoIo0cal coding cannot be a general and necessary,part
of reading since logographs.have semantic value rather than phonetic
value. This represents a confusion between coding process and the
size of the coding unit. Alphabetic languages allow coding to occur in
units smaller than the units having semantic .value, that is, in units
smaller than words. Logographic languages also allow corresponding
phonological coding (for native speakers, at least); they differ in not
generally allowing symbol-sound' correspondences.
-r
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properties that force phonological coding. The,implication is that
reading text might be quite another matter. However, the-tables can
be turned
On.this anument.t The bottleneck hypothesis is that corn/
preli,ension work sharps resources with coding work, unless coding i4
.
automatic. But this cob prehension work has often been said to have
gionetic.prop&ties. It is here.that the silent inner voice is heard.
In other words, whether or-not individual word coding "is phonologically
referenced, there is independent reason to believe that cognitive processing makes heavy use of phonological codes. That is, the work of
rearranging and interrelating meanings involves phonological codes.

`As

An(txperiment by Kleiman (1975) is particularly informative on
this poirit. The basic assumption'of Kleiman's experiment is that
overt digit, shadowing (saying digits as they are heard) interferes with
phonetic coding. One can determine the phonological involvement of
any reading task by noting the effect of concurrent digit shadowing on
task perfo-rmance. In one of Kleiman's experiments, subj ;cts were
_required to search five-word sentences for 'targets baSed on graphemic
(visual), phonemic, or semantic categories, with and without digit
shadowing. The decisions were always made on visual displays, so if
phonological co ng was not advantageous, as it would not be with digit

shadoviirig, visr processes could, in principle, suffice.

.

^=7:
Significant
effects of shadowing were observed on a phonemic
decision task (e.g. -to decide that a rhyme of cream is present in the
sentence He awakened from the dream). However, graphemic decisions
and category decisions are relatively, unaffected. (A graphemic deci-

sion.is to decide, e.g., whether a word with the non-initial letters of
bury occurs tin the sentence Yesterilay the grand jury adjourned. A
calegorwlecision is to decide, e. g. , whether there is a word froth the
ga-me category in the sentence Everyone at horrte played Monopoly.)

What tHese three tasks all, ave in common is that the meaning of
the word string. ,even though44.), complete sentence, can be ignored.
25'
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A.word-by-Word; search can go on, the data suggests, with little phono-,
logical coding, except for the phonemic targets where,phonologi,:al
.41
coding is required to do the task. The interesting comparison is with
. the effect.of shadowing on judgment of sentence acceptability. Here,
.
all,fivarwords of the sentence must be worked on more orless simultaneously. The-effect of digit shadowing on this performance war
-.severe, least equal to its effect on the phonemic task. The irnplica-

-

:

tion is that phonological recoding has occurred not on a word;by-word
basis, but on groups of words or perhaps the whole sentence.
Based on these data and thcise from analogous decisions-phorieniic, graphemic, and semantic decisions-1n a single-word procedure, -.Kleiman (1975) concluded that direct visual access to meaning
is possible one word at a time, but once even .a short sentence is in
mind, phonetic recoding has to take place. Althongh it is open to question whether digit shadowing is a complete inhibitor of phonetic coding,
this- study seems to provide the least problematical evidence to date.

In our opinion, it is most important in showing that, as a practical Matter, phonological recoding does take place within the limits of
immediate
comprehension. We believe it is time to accept the cautious
.
principle that most comprehension, even in skilled reading, takes
place within a system that uses a language-speech
code, not a visual./
Symbol code. Coding may be fairly abstract, as Gough (1972) has
a?gued, and it certainly is abbreviated rather than complete, as Huey
(1908/1968), pointed our. But, it i a phonologically referenced process
for normal readers under most conditions of reading.
.

We have emphasized the significance of rapid phonological and
semantic optimizing mental resources during reading. We acknowledge
certainly that the causal relation between coding and comprehension has
not been firmly established. Furthermore, the degree of phonological
involvement in reading remains an active scientific issue. What is

important for the, present purpose is: (a) the strong posibility that
26
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fast word coding,reflecting "automatic" decoding processes can
tate comprehension, and (b) the overwhelming plausibility that-reading
does,involve phonological coding in many situations.
Implications for the Teaching of Reading
A

Although the exact causal connections between language coding

efficiency and reading comprehension are not well established, it is
possible to explore some implications of the strong relationship that
appears to be present. As suggested above, it may be difficult to
prove the-direction of causation. Indeed, the question of causal direction may not even be the most useful question to_ask.
Consider an analogy. Is a mountain climber's heart strong because.he-climb; mountains, or is his success in climbing due partly
to being in good physical condition? In,this case, causality runs in
stamina
both directions--you cannot climb.without the stamina, but the
comes with exercise, only one variety of which is mountain climbing.,

It would be silly to argue over whether physical stamina causes
mountain- climbing success or.vice versa. A more useful research
problem .would ask which aspects of mountain climbing and other
activities. Rrovide the most effective stamina-building exercises, and
which aspects of mountain climbing are most dep-endent on physiCal
stamina:
Pushing our analogy further, we note that only after certain
exercise patterns have been shown to produce both practical results
(feeling better) and objectively measured results (e.g., lower pulse
rate) do people accept that those patterns of activity are better than
used both to
others. Novi/hat pulse rate and related measures are
meter exercise and to judge its results, we are finally seeing an
emphasis on heart muscle development rather than on skeletal muscle
development. The importance of tyingexercise to a measure with
theoretical, .empirical, and face validity should not be underestifnated.
1`.
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Let us note that cardiopulmonary functioning is not the sole criterion of health. If you haye cancer, running will not cure you.. How,
,ever, it is also true that a range of mental and physical problems,
which otherwise seem to have unrelated etiologies and exotic treatments, 'will disappear with adequate exercise. Building up basic
system functions can -result in the curing of disorders that otherwise
require .specialized treatment.
If We replace mountain climbing with reading and stamina with
language coding efficiency, our analogy is made. Several useful questions- derive from this analogy., They perhaps can help us determine
Where to go next in studying the relationship between verbal coding
efficiency and reading achievement. We shall. consider these problems

in turn:
1.

What constitutes effective verbal coding practice?

2.

How can we measure verbal coding efficiency?

Who should receive verbal coding -practice, and what are
the implications of further emphasis on the mechanics of reading?
3.

Practice. We have argued that the verbal' coding tasks, which
-poor readers do not perform adequately, involve skills that.ta.re basic
to reading. This suggests that some children need even more practice in wo rd vocalization, immediate memory for text just-read, and
similar tasks than the1. y currently receive: There is some evidence'
(Perfetti & Hogaboam, Note 1) that practice will improve verbal coding
performance, at least in vocalization of unfamiliar words. There is
also more general evidence that pjactice produces an increase in speed
for simple verbal learning tasks, even after a conventional learning
criterion has been achieved (Judd & Glas'r, 1,969).

,

i

More extensive drill and practice may be hard to implement in
some *classrooms. However, there are ways of doing so. One possibility is computer-assisted drill and practiceindividualiz,ed to match
28

I.

curl-Tent coding levels. Alternatively, more natural reading situations

could be created that still provide extensive verbal coding practice.
.(The-DISTAR prograrn[Bartlett, in press; Popp, in press] and the
Reading System (Beck, in press] do a lot of this,) We consideT
these aIfeihati'ves in turn.
CompUter-assisted'instruction (CAI) was developed initially to

provi'de.efficierit, palatable, and individualized drill and practide. It
was:abandohed-by educational researchers because it was too expen,
sivetand because it.proved difficult to move beyond drill to more-C-6Th=
pleic inatructional tasks. While there are pow computer programs
that can engage in sophisticated tutorial conversations (e.g., Carbonell,
1910a', 1916b;-see also Collins, Warnock, & Passafiume, 1975), thbse
prograips, still require Massive computer systems. However, the
.

advent of large-scale circuit integration has brought down therice of
computer hardware to the point where drill-and-practice syptems are
quite fea'sitle.
The classical Arguments for computer-monitored drill are still
valid (see the papers in Atkinson & Wilson; 1969, for example). The
.computer can, deliver immediate reinforcement, keep good records,
and (especially important) record not only what the responses are, but
,

also how fast they are made. Finally, it is a relatively unforgiving'
verbal communications medium in which precision of responding is
,emphasized. Thus, we believe the computer ,should be reconsideredas a tool for providing verbal coding drill, although we still need to

what sorts of drih ar effective.
The alternative to verbal coding drill is massive practice in
everyday text reading.. Again, there is the problem of knowing what
constitutes effective practice. Ifj.ve knew that, we could presumably
"
5
/ embed the practice in a meaningful,, sad therefore more rewarding,
activity. A second problem is,that because of the very inefficiency of
6
beginning readers with text, there is not much in the primary grades
edetermine
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curriculum other than existing reading instruction that depends on
reading. The medium is "unsafe" for instruction.
ss.

,However, reading can be made a more basic component of games
(as in the New Reading System [Beck, in press] ) and other "enriChr.
Mentactivities" in the school. Consider some of the tolloWing forms
'of competition:, How many instruction cards (like chance in Monopoly)
can you read,and execute before the hourglass runs out Can you
rearrange some scrambled words to find out Which square tp move to?
Can yoU sOlve a crossword puzzle in 15 minutes? Can you figure out

.what to feed a pet gerbil by readingaPamphlet
about them? _All oft
these tasks, once children have learned basic strategies for doing
them,, provide verbal coding practice that is fun. Successful reading
classroonis already include many such activities, but further instructionairesearch is needed to assure that such practice is effective.
There are still only a few studies of what constitutes effectiVe
practice, but we think we can learn from them. First of all, speeded
word recognition practice, even.'with short-duration presentations,
does not, of itself, exert much influence on recognition speed or on
comprehension accuracy (Dahl, 1974, 1976; Samuels, Dahl, & Archwamety, 1974). However, when the emphasis on speeded recognition
is augmented by instruction in tactics for recognition, both recognition
speed and doze test performance are improveclpahl, 1974). Simi-.

. .larly, instruction in specific methods qf making sense quick4e out of
'sentences whose words are scrambled (Weaver, 1976) can bos ost reading comprehension (as measured by doze performance), as can 'instructions for producing a Complete illustration of a story one has been reading (Lesgold McCormick, & Golinkoff, 1975, which measured improve=

inent in paraphrase recall of text).
On the other hand,'practice by poor; readers, without further in,
struction, on a task in.whitth good reader's are faster does not produce
improved reading performance. There are two possible reasons for
3,0
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this. One is that verbal coding speed is only a by-prodUct of reading
expertise; the other is that more conscious processing is necessary
tolre.cognize words that are not well known.than'is needed for familiar
materials. Specifically., a current model of high-speed recognition
,(Atkinson &,Juola, 1973) argues that the process-is highly automated
if confidence in the recognition is high, but that extra verbal piocess=
ing is,engagecrwhen recognition is .less certain. .Perhaps bahl'sineffective-task was so easy that no mental effort was required. Dahl used
frequent words, but infrequent words are the major source ofigoodt
-poor recognition speed. difference (Perfetti & Hogaboam, 1975). ThereLet1

.

-fere, Dabl may have been giving practice on exactly the material for
3,VhiCh piactice is least needed:

An alternatiye view of the role of conscious processing is that
it enables.the learner to better determine the salient properties of
the task and the full range of response components requirdd (Welford,
,

1976). For example, some tailors have great trouble learning to
repairmoven 'fabric. This is not because of a lack of needle-moving
dexterify or lack of visual acuity, but rather because they do not under;
stand the structure of the weave (Belbin, Belbin, & Hill, 1957). Simi..
larly, unconscious practice of specific words may produce no transfer
` while more attention to the task may result in 'refinement of additional
subskills.
To summarize, we do not know the full range of effective reading
that practice on responses that are
practice techniques, but it.is
already automated will not be as effective as practice in applying spe-

cific rules to (i.e., consciously processing in) decoding and other"
verbal tasks that are accomplishable but not yet highly automated.
,Measuring verbal coding efficiency. It is no T.ccident that read*
ing tests are usually time-limited tests, thus giving weight to speed,

-as well as accuracy. The studies of Perfetti and Hogaboam (1.975, ,
Note 1). Hunt et al. (1973), and others have shown speed of verbal
31
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coding
to be a good'predictor of reading success. It is.a better pre,
dictor than accuracy of performance since skill accuracy goes, to 100%
before skill development is complete (see Judd & Glaser, 1969). For
example, one can measure letter-naming accuracy on the first day of
first grade and predict reading achieveinent for a while, but one can
measure letter-naming speed throughout the first ye/r and it will eonIV:
Utile tobe correlated with reading achievement (Speer & Lamb, 1976).

We suggest that there are three levels of skill facility that should
Aeedistinguished in measurement of verbal coding ability: inaccurate
ormance; slow, accurate perforwance; and automated performanCe.
.
It is the middle level that may most benefit frOm practice. When,per,
formance. is highly automated, practice will not help singe no conscious
.
.processing is required for perfwnance and no load on processing'
capacity forces skill refinement.,,,A student who performs in accurately
;
needs to be taught, not drilled. It there Xs a place for practice, it is
at the intermediate level.
,

.

turrent.methods of,testing do not make these distinctions very
well. There are speed and accuracy measures available from some
,tests,,Iit those tests are psychometrically designed so that no one does
perfectly.
'nonce, both accuracy rand speed scores represent a mix- z.
..ture of the three stages of expertise. However, the steps one might /
take to develop a reading achievement test that measures processing
eftiCiency in a useful way are straightforward. They would involv
'procedures that are alien to the normative achievement testing t
tion, but not at all alien to experimental psychology.
Let us consider how we "would write a testing system r. vocabulary. First, we would use the difficulty orderings genera ed by traditional vocabulary test writers, except that instead of relating the ordi-

nal positions in our word list to grade levels, we woulexpress them
in some value-free way. Then we would use one of the traditional procedures of perception research to determine an accuracy threshold,
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of. the -point in,tha ordering at which there is 90% accuracy in recogniiing arid- definikg the ,words.
cautomatiomithreshold'is not as straightforward
Determining an

the-criteria- for speed of -ProCessing, are -noimative rather-than
absolute: The likely task,would be vocalization latency (Perfetti-Ef
i'zIOgaboatn, 1975). .The performance of thirdand fifth graders ,on fre-quent wcords and of good_ireaders in that group oninfrequent (forthose
'grades) wotds-isfairlf-uniform-and faster than the perforthance of

:Tom readers on.infrequent_words, Thete is a vocalization speed gap
of-about -1' sec between the presumably automated and preSumably

:unautoniated.performances. Thus, there is the possibility that one
,could preduce.a chart that said, for example, that recognition of words
.1,,O00-1, ZOO on the ordered list of`words is automated if vocalization
I
tiine:isless.than 1.6 sec. Given such a normative chart, one could
establish a threshold in the word order below Which all words have a
probability of say 90% of being xecognized automatically. MastprOba-,
bli; the threshold would have to be estimated somehow for each child
since-there are overall individual differences in speed of responding.

The same procedure could be applied to comprehension testing.
There we would establish thresholds for what level of passage difficulty -can be handled at all and also for how far in a difficulty-ordered
..,set. of passages one can progress with both fast reading and accurate '
;Comprehension. Again, there would be norming probleins, but that is
also true for standard achievement tests. Material just below the
child's accuracy theshold would be the subject of specific instruction,
presumably based on task analyses, and materialbetween the accuracy
and automation thresholds would be used in specific reading practice
tasks. It may turn out that for some levels o' reading ability, the
reading automation threshold could be established by reference to
listening comprehension (see Sticht, in press). However, we do not

generally.believe that poor readers will be adequately efficient in
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listening comprehension (see Perfetti & Lesgold, in press), and
recent data.support bur view (Berger, 1975; Lesgold, Curtis, & Roth,
.Note.6).

While it would-be possible to do this-sort of testing with paper
and-pencil, it could be_unwieidy. Deterinining thesholds is a complex,
time - consuming process itit ins done by hand. One can gueas_thakit
, would become a domain of, the reading specialist, not the regular cia:07
,rOom teaaher. This means it will be expensive and,, therefore, not
other h'and, This soft
. done. too often nor for "better" students._ On the
.of testIng.-couid be done by a very small micro-processor systein using

cassettes at: other recently deVeloped devices to store text material.
A classroom teacher coulcleasily-learn to make both instructional and
practice prescriptions if all s/he had to do was send childreto the
computer ,and interpret two theshold measures produced by the 'camputer.

Who needs practice? One outcome of a testing program'such as
we have outlined coulebe the discovery that some students, presumably
the better readers for this grade, do not have much of a gap between
their accuracy and automation thresholds. This is an empiriCal matter,
and we cannot predict whether this will happen. If it did, it would.suggest that not all children need the same amount of reading practice
and" that some children quickly automate the skills they learn. This
would be consistent with the work of Royer, Hambleton, and Cadorette (Note 7,), which shows thatlast learners who meet the same immediate
criterion of fact learning as slow-learners have ,actually learned the

material better, as shown in later retention teas.
The problems of providing only some students with extra prac-

tice in the coding components of reading are' twofold. First, there are
Morale problems and related sdifficulties that occur whc n children or
their parents realize that not every child is getting the iemedial dri11
ti
activity. We are not social psychologists; we feel that parents,

teachers, students, and other experts will hay
seal with the question of individualization of instruction. The second problem deserves
more comment.
s

**4,49
The disparity in reading achievement in different schools,
districts, and neighborhoods is such that reading curricula are beginning
7
to appear that are targeted at one extreme or the other of the achieve,
ment
'While we are heartened to note that programs such
,
as DISTAR,
which are targeted at "compensatory education" popula,
tions, emphasize verbal coding facility, we must reiterate a warning
posed by Bartlett (in press).
-

...-

Bartlett pointed out, in comparing the Open.Court and DISTAR
programs, That although DISTAR provides many opportunities for
verbal, coding practice, it d% s not contain, in its earlier levels, much,
emphasis
Tiff on the thinking components of comprehension. There xe
literal probe questions to assure that each word has been attended to,
but there are less of the "Why do you think . . ." questicris found in

:programs aimed at easier-to-teach populations. While Bartlett
viewed this ilna somewhat different way, we have to agree that while
reading practice can simultaneously strengthen both`the lexical/verbal/,
coding and the cognitive/interpretive skills of reading, Any given
attempt by the teacher to test for coding will deemphas,:ze inferential
:process, and vice versa.
A common solution of a publisher, when confronted with two
incompatible de-sign ideals, is to-try to safisfy each for part of the
time. While this may be the only solution in terms of materials
design, we believe that extensive vernal coding facility and high-level,
well-thought-o,..t understanding of text are twin goals, and neither of
them should be diluted. Both goals should weigh constantly orythe

minds of teachers. If the first is not met, the second is, we believe,
Vet
impossible. If the second is not met, the first is valueless. While
it may be- necessary to ternporardy put great emphasis on coding
35
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practice, ,childre should never be .misled into thinking that reading
i
I
fast, or accur tely.saying words, is their final goal. By providing
opportunities to be rewarded for reading for information, teachers
can help chilf ren.under stand the value of reading. By emphasizing
analytic comTrehension in everyday listening and visual observation
.

situations, t1ey can.get the child ready to make ,..use of the decoding,
.
mechanics may provide. .
:facility
that
xtra
practice
in
reading
...
.
.Summary. In simple terms, we can summarize our argument
ere isevidence that gentral verbal coding facility is
as follows.
reading achievement. We do not know
correlated
{substantially!
However the analogy with physical fitness sUg.,
which causes

,Asts that cause runs in both directions and that instead of trying. to
find out whether lack of verbal facility causes pbor reading or vice
,goal would be to try to specify what sorts of verbal
versa, 'a
sjtills practice produceI improved verbal facility.
WhenI children cannot do a verbal task, they need to be taught
how to do it., However, Nen after they have learned, what to do, they
may need-to practice to learn it well. While some normative tests,
measure speed of decoding as well as the ability to decode, much day',
to-day testing of students taps only the low mastery level of correct
experiment with and to
performance. It now seems worthwhile to
learn hoW; to measure bleier criteria of mastery for basic verbal
coding ,skills, criteria based not on just doing the job, but instead,
on doing the job well.
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